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Overview

• How to tailor the edu-ID look & feel per SP
  • Custom Views in a nutshell

• How can a SP trigger a user to complete his user profile?
  • edu-ID Login Link Composer quick tour
Custom Views in a Nutshell

• **Use-Case:**
  Organisations started to use edu-ID for student registration

• **Problem:**
  Students start at organisation X with look & feel Y but then get to edu-ID service with look & feel Z

• **Solution:**
  Allow organisation-specific logo and texts to make registration process more consistent
Find the 10 Differences

Registration Page:

Create a SWITCH edu-ID account

Please complete the following form to create a new SWITCH edu-ID account.

Personal Data

First Name: John
Last Name: Doe

Authentication Data

E-mail Address: john.doe@example.org
Password:
Confirm Password:

How much is: [ ]

I fully understand and accept the Terms of Use for creating and using a SWITCH edu-ID account.

The first time I log in with my edu-ID account the data I enter above (except password and CAPTCHA) will be sent to FHNW for administration purposes.

Create account
Also for Login Page
Data to Provide for Custom View

entityID=
returnURL.[en|it|fr|de]=
login-logo-url.[en|it|fr|de]=
login-logo-link-url.[en|it|fr|de]=
login-name.[en|it|fr|de]=
login-outro.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-logo-url.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-logo-link-url.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-name.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-tou-amendment.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-intro.[en|it|fr|de]=
reg-outro.[en|it|fr|de]=
edu-ID Custom Views Summary

• Custom Views per Service Provider
  • Not only for student registration SPs
  • Currently custom views for 16 SPs configured

• Multiple languages supported
  • Currently: Italian, French, German, English

• Return URL to send user to after registration
  • User is sent authenticated or unauthenticated to given URL after registration

• More information:
  https://switch.ch/edu-id/support/howto/customization/
edu-ID Login Link Composer

Some SPs want to:

- Send user to **particular URL** after
  - Registration
  - Login
  - Both

- Ensure the user has a **particular attribute**
  - E.g. mobile, home address (unverified/verified)

- Force **particular language** to be used on edu-ID pages
  - Regardless of user’s browser language
No problem…. or is it?

Previous use-cases can be achieved by just sending the user to a particular URL:


The Easy Way

• Composing URLs manually is not trivial
• edu-ID Login Link composer makes it trivial
  https://switch.ch/edu-id/support/howto/link-composer/
Summary

SPs can customize appearance and flows of edu-ID

• Logo can be added
• Text can be added
• Web Flow can be triggered

In spite of customizations it still should be sufficiently clear to user that he **has an edu-ID** account.